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The bush leaguer

E.C., Grad House Fives Win In Advance Cage Playoffs

By Paul Jay Goldin '54

East Campus and Graduate House led the way into the third round of the intramural basketball playoffs by registering two victories apiece. Baker House, on the other hand, lost two and just failing to upset top-seeded East Campus.

Baker took on the last remaining big leaguer, Phi Kappa Psi, but the latter tactfully split the Baker 91-85. Meanwhile, in the other side of the field, Graduate House, with its own Phi Kappa Psi, snapped East Campus to a 31-26 halftime lead.

The third quarter proved to be Baker's downfall as Mellors, Dick Sharp, and Michael provide the Baker defense for more scores after scores. The quarter ended with Baker trailing 58-52. East Campus suffered a blow in this period when Dinkley, Vermont, East Campus's tower of strength off the boards, left the game with five penalties.

The loss of Vermont to seem inadvisable Baker as Perloff, Gunkin, and Fox took the play away from East Campus and out of the Baker defence. To the Baker attack came from Perloff and Gunkin, and Perloff found out, thus cutting off all hope for Vermont. Graduate House remained undefeated in the last half and snapped the Baker game with points. Paul Baker, a member of the Baker team, was outside shooting of Larry Kuehn. Erman and Kuehn set 30 points between them atGraduate House and 39-24 win.

The next great Grad House rallied over Walker in a contest spiced with two fights. Walker threw everything but the book at the Grad House but couldn't dent the hoops considerably.

Schreiber
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satisfactory progress.

Schreiber's Record

Schreiber entered student government as a member of the freshman council. At the end of his first year at the Institute he entered the Soc.

Schreiber, which he described as "all the important departments of the university that are included in the university's council for coordinating social functions held on campus. Schreiber points out that one of his major accomplishments in student government was the expansion of the site of the Junior Prom.

Perloff
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establish a special course in the catalog including an "open house weekend" for the member of homes corps.

But, there has been a certain amount of controversy associated with his tenure of office as well. According to this other things, he has had differences with the council over the potential of unaddressed material in the mailboxes of students, and over the use of funds (without approval of the house committee) obtained from the sale of rocks to buy athletic equipment for the house. Perloff not only made sure that the money obtained from the sale of these cards was originally intended to provide funds for student social and community affairs, but that he had personally vetoed any use of money except for these purposes. Perloff could point out that the money was empty and the new house committee would not be elected until early winter.

Perloff explained his lack entry into the election contest with the following responsibilities of assuming a public office as well as the time required to do a good job. If he had lost he would not in a position to contend for the job of president of the Under-